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ABSTRACT

training a single Q-Network that is conditioned on w, and thus
outputs weight-dependent Q-value vectors. Additionally, they introduce Diverse Experience Replay (DER), a pruning strategy for the
replay buffer that takes into account observed weights, as opposed
to the first-in-first-out strategy used by the original replay buffer
[9]. Abels et al. apply this algorithm in a dynamic weights setting
[11], i.e., a setting in which the weights for the different objectives
are provided by the environment and change over time. Deep Conditioned Recurrent Actor-Critic (DCRAC) [12] which extends CN – and
uses DER – to an actor-critic approach to solve partially observable
multi-objective problems (MOPOMDPs).
A key issue in the dynamic weights setting is the deteriorating
performance when the weights change rapidly over time. This an
issue for both CN [1] on fully observable MOMDPs and DCRAC
[12] on MOPOMDPs. The inability to learn the optimal policies in
such a regular weights-change setting is due to a problem known
in off-policy reinforcement learning as the extrapolation error [5].
According to Fujimoto et al. [5], the extrapolation error can be
attributed to a mismatch in the distribution of data induced by
the policy and the distribution of data contained in the batch sampled from the experience replay buffer. In multi-objective dynamic
weight settings, a buffer with transitions (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′, wold ) with older
irrelevant weight-vectors wold , may not contain any state-action
pair (𝑠 ′, 𝑎 ′ ) that a policy derived from a value network conditioned
on current weight-vector wnow would encounter. This results in
large extrapolation errors. Similar observations were made in experiments [7] that compare old data from the experience replay
buffer to the most recent data sampled under the behaviour policy.
To overcome the extrapolation error in the multi-objective dynamic weights setting, we introduce a novel sampling strategy
called Near-On Sampling Experience Replay (NER) that assigns, for
each transition in the experience replay buffer, a probability of
being sampled from the buffer depending on its likelihood of being
observed by the current policy. This is done by taking into account
state-similarity and weight-similarity.
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we incorporate
NER in CN and DCRAC, which are the state-of-the-art algorithms
for MORL for MOMDPs, resp. MOPOMDPs. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to design an experience sampling algorithm explicitly for MORL. Evaluation results on two well-known

In multi-objective decision problems, the same state-action pair
under different preference weights between the objectives, constitutes different optimal policies. The introduction of changing
preference weights interferes with the convergence of the network,
and can even stop the network from converging. In this paper, we
propose a novel experience sampling strategy for multi-objective
RL problems, which samples transitions based on the weight and
state similarities, to get the sampled experiences close to on-policy.
We apply our sampling strategy in multi-objective deep RL algorithms on known benchmark problems, and show that this strongly
improves performance.
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

In multi-objective reinforcement learning (MORL), multiple objectives are modeled explicitly as many – if not most – real-life problems may have multiple conflicting objectives [6, 19, 20]. For example, in operating a water reservoir one may aim to maximise
hydro-power production, while minimising flood risk [4]. Such
problems can be modeled as a multi-objective Markov decision process (MOMDP) [16, 21].
Often, we can model the importance of the objectives by assigning a weight to each them. Different weight vectors, w, can then
result in a different optimal policy [2]. Mossalam et al. [10] extend
DQN [9] for the MOMDPs by learning vector-valued Q-functions
for different weights. The Conditioned Network (CN) algorithm [1]
improves the generalization ability of MORL across all weights, by
Proc. of the 21st International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
(AAMAS 2022), P. Faliszewski, V. Mascardi, C. Pelachaud, M.E. Taylor (eds.), May 9–13,
2022, Online. © 2022 International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and Multiagent
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Figure 1: The average cumulative regret over 10 runs for the regular weights change in 4 different settings, from left to right,
DCRAC in Minecart, DCRAC in DST, CN in Minecart, CN in DST.
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0.0158
0.0198

0.0089
0.0144
overall

CN
DCRAC

0.1110
0.7454

0.1048
0.6350

NER
last 250k steps

PER

NER
last 500 episodes

0.3488
5.6318

0.1511
5.1626
last 25k steps

0.3756
0.1821
5.9456
5.9257
last 50 episodes

0.4050
6.5792

0.3067
5.8092

0.5019
8.5488

0.2648
5.7741

Table 1: Average episodic regret with PER and NER for CN,
DCRAC on both Minecart and DST.

(1)

∗ is the optimal value for w. The weights w are randomly
and Vw
sampled form a Dirichlet distribution (𝛼 = 1) every episode.
When looking at the performance (Table 1 and Figure 1) we see
that CN/DCRAC+NER consistently outperforms CN/DCRAC+PER,
both during training and after convergence. This strengthens our
hypothesis that using data updates that conform to the current
policy distribution is beneficial to improve performance.

as well as the similarity between the current states and the sampled transition’s state. To compute state-similarity we employ a
fixed CNN auto-encoder to embed the raw states into 512 dimensional randomized feature vectors 𝜓 (𝑠), following [3]:
(2)

Furthermore, to avoid the negative effects of sparse rewards, NER
takes into account the 𝑇 𝐷-error, similarly to Prioritized Experience
Replay (PER) [17]. The NER sampling algorithm is defined as follows:
first, NER samples 𝜆𝑘 transitions from the replay buffer with the
probability depending on the 𝑇 𝐷-error, as in [17]. Then, it computes
a similarity score 𝐹 (w 𝑗 , w𝑡 ) + 𝐹 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠𝑡 ) for each of these transitions,
and makes a batch of the 𝑘 most-similar transitions. Thus, if 𝜆 = 1,
NER becomes equivalent to PER. Finally, the sampled transitions’
priorities are updated by recomputing their 𝑇 𝐷-errors, as in [17].
Since the deviation from PER introduces a bias, we linearly anneal 𝜆 from an initial value 𝜆0 to 1 in 𝛼 · 𝑇 steps, where 𝑇 is the
total number of training steps.
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CN
DCRAC

PER

Deep Sea Treasure

To define similarity of the states with respect to the on-policy state
distribution, we employ two metrics: the similarity between the
current preference weight-vector and the preference weight-vector
at the time the sampled transition was added to the replay buffer:

𝐹 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑠𝑡 ) = ||𝜓 (𝑠) 𝑗 ,𝜓 (𝑠)𝑡 || 2 .

NER
overall

ER

Mine Cart

ALGORITHM

𝐹 (w 𝑗 , w𝑡 ) = ||w 𝑗 − w𝑡 || 2 .

PER

avg regret
networks

MORL benchmarks, Deep Sea Treasure [18] and Minecart [1], show
that our approach can efficiently reduce the extrapolation error in
multi-objective reinforcement learning with dynamic weights.

4

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the issue of steeply declining performance
in the multi-objective reinforcement learning for dynamic weights
when these weight-changes occur frequently. We argued that a
current policy-network is more likely to adjust to new weights
in a short time when the sampled transitions are from the statedistribution close to that of the current policy for the new weights.
Therefore, we proposed a novel experience sampling strategy for
multi-objective RL with dynamic weights, Near-On Sampling Experience Replay (NER). The results shows that our algorithm strongly
outperforms standard prioritized experience replay (PER) [17] in
the Minecart environment and the DST environment. NER alleviates the extrapolation error problem caused by the single-objective
experience replay algorithms for MORL with dynamic weights. In
future work, we aim to use NER in combination with different algorithms [8, 15], and in multi-objective multi-agent settings [13, 14].

EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of NER on two well-known MORL
benchmarks, Minecart [1] and Deep Sea Treasure (DST) [18]. Both
CN [1] and DCRAC [12] originally used PER. We test what happens
if we replace PER by NER. We employ the same basic network
structure and hyper-parametersto those used in [1], [12].
We use the regret as evaluation metric, which is the difference
∗ ·w−g·w =
between optimal value and actual return, Δ(g, w) = Vw
Í
V∗𝑤 ·w− 𝑇𝑡=0 𝛾 𝑡 r𝑡 ·w, where g is the discounted cumulative rewards,
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